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Chapter 16 apush key terms and people to know

⏱ ️ 12 min readStudying for APUSH can be a challenge because there is a lot of content to cover, so what is the most effective method to preserve and understand the material? Say hello to Quizlet! Quizlet offers a variety of methods to study the test or quiz based on the main rules of people, places and events. This not only simplifies studying, but it's also available to go, so for those of you who are busy, fear not because
Quizlet is also available online. Want the best Quizlet decks right away without Google's million searches? Here you go!  1st period: 1491-1607 (4-6%) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Period One (1491-1607) with Maren_DaleKey Ideas: Unit 1 revolved around the Columbia Exchange bringing America to Asia, Africa, and the peoples of Europe in terms of trade, disease, and culture. Indians examined the western expansion of
Europeans, foreshadowing treaties and conflict in North America. In South America, racial confusion with marriage and alliances with slaves and natives led to the formation of a box system, eventually resulting in social stratification. Key terms: Colombian stock exchange: exchange of goods, ideas, diseases and skills from the Old World (Europe, Asia and Africa) to the New World (America) in the early 1500s. It linked
continents through trade and fostered cultural interaction. Atlantic Slave Trade: Trade between Africa and America african american slaves that could work mostly in cotton and sugar plantations to make a profit during the 16-19 century. Protestant Reformation: A 16th-century European movement aimed at reforming the Roman Catholic Church and its practices. Strong leaders who have too much control over the church.⛵ ️
Period 2: 1607-1754 (6-8%)Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH exam review: Period 2 (1607-1 1754) by jellybeanmoparKey Points: Unit 2 discusses the Atlantic slave trade, which introduced slavery as a form of cheap labor and tied American colonial economies with Europeans based on the mercantilism system. The formation of British colonies led to the North/South colonial division based on differences in geography, culture
and economy. This has had a striking impact on the way southern colonies interacted with the northern regions, which had greater access to goods and maritime trade. Key terms: Indentured servitude: a system in which people got a transition to the New World in exchange for providing work for a certain number of years. Jamestown, VA: The first English colony in America. Economic success based on tobacco money
culture. There is no stable economy compared to northern colonies. Greeting's negligence: initially the British believed in the insistence on the enforcement of their parliamentary laws, which gave the American colonies some autonomy. Period 3: 1754-1800 (10-17) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Period 3 (1754-1800) by KevinMinhNguyen71Key Points: Unit 3 focuses on power shifts from British monarchy to American
colonists grounds individual and nationalist beliefs from the enlightenment era. The American Revolution was a successful war that laid the foundations for American policy in the future, declaring independence and ratifying the US Constitution debate. Key terms: Natural Rights: The Philosophy that John Locke advocated that includes americans' right to life, freedom and property. The Americans had the right to overthrow
the government if they considered it unfair. Stamp Act: The 1765 tax that Britain imposed on American colonies to pay off debt from the French and Indian war. It taxed the settlers without representation and challenged Parliament's power over the Americans. Kentucky &amp; Virginia Resolutions: Thomas Jefferson and James Madison veied these documents to claim that states had the right to annul (annul) Federal
government legislation, if it was unconstitutional.  Period 4: 1800-1848 (10-17%)Best Quizlet Deck: AP US History Period 4: 1800-1848 by imanster1212Key Points:Unit 4 highlights changes in politics as the American party emerge, democratically ideally expands, and each president has a peaceful transition of power. Sectionalism between northern and southern states is increasing as the debate over whether slavery is
prohibited and how much power the federal government has over states is contemplated. Despite political controversies, the 1812 war and conflicts with the Indians were important because it showed how the war continued based on nationalism, land and wealth motives. Key terms: Embargo Act 1807: Thomas Jefferson chose to ban foreign trade with France and Britain during the Napoleonic Wars in an effort to save the
American economy. The British broke America's neutrality policy by attacking American traders and cargo ships, so it was a diplomatic comeback. American System: Henry Clay proposed defensive tariffs on American industries, a strong federal bank that serves as a national depository, and stood for internal development. Battle of New Orleans: General Andrew Jackson became known as a war hero and gained public
support because he won the battle after the war in 1812 already ended two weeks ago, but it hasn't been repeated yet.  Period 5: 1844-1877 (10-17%) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Period 5 Key Rules, AP U.S. History: Period 5: 1844-1877 with Haley_HolleyKey Topics: Unit 5 reflects armed American conflict during the Civil War between the northern and southern states of the United States over the
acceptance of slavery. During this time, the wars fostered unity between the various parties and led to American policy rising as the U.S. learned how to deal with conflicts (diplomacy vs. war). Overall, this period focused on slavery and how influential leaders such as Harriet Tubman appeared to support the abolition. Key terms: Texas Removal: In 1845, the U.S. Gov. added (took) Texas with congressional support, and it
was later divided into other new states. The US abstained doing so in 1837 to avoid war with Mexico when Texas was not a free republic. Dred Scott's Decision: Dred Scott was a black slave who lived in the Louisiana area for four years and claimed that he was a free man as a result of the Missouri compromise. The Supreme Court ruled that he could not sue the state because he had property. Sojourner Truth: An
American feminist and abolitionist who believed in women and black rights. She was a former slave who was released in 1827   Period 6: 1865-1878 (10-17%) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Period 6 (1865-1898) Review aimsiramKey Topics: Period 6 puts emphasis on industrial development and modernity as rural and urban regions were transformed. It was a time of cultural change, intellectual discovery, and public
debate, which is also known as the Gilded Age. During this period, political debate on economic and social issues was taking root. Key terms: Andrew Carnegie: led the expansion of the American steel industry and become one of the richest Americans. At the end of the 19th century, he paved the way for economic prosperity. Great Railroad Strike: 1877 cut wages for workers by 10%, so this led to the first nationwide
strike in the European Union. This was done because large railway companies making profits and workers were not good at redundancies and lack of pay. Great Sioux War: The U.S. government wanted Black Hills territory gold so they fought and discussed with Native Americans (Sioux, Lakota, and Northern Cheyenne) in South Carolina.  Period 7: 1890-1945 (10-17%) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH PERIOD 7: 1890-
1945 with mgillelandBest Key Topics: Unit 7 focuses on American growth, but economic instability made it difficult to increase industrial output. New communication and advanced transport systems closed the gap between America and the peoples of Europe in terms of the country's expansion. However, America was held accountable for its role in the international affairs at which it participated, especially as European
powers were imperially played. Key terms: New Deal: A series of national improvement and relief plans to fix the economy after the Great Depression, which took away jobs, money in circulation, and hurt banks. The FDR plan underscores the importance of federal spending during economic crises such as the economic downturn and depression. Red Scare: Hysteria over communist ideas is spreading to America and
corrupting the American people. This was exacerbated during the 1950s-sitting war between the United States and the Soviet Union, where the Soviet Union was a communist nation and the United States preferred democracy. Manhattan Project: The name of the project that formulated the atomic bomb used by the U.S. Hiroshima and Nagasaki during WW2 on Japan. Atomic bomb development foreshadowed nuclear
conflict, as seen in Cold War 8.  Period 8: 1945-1980 (10-17%)Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Review: Period 8 (1945-1980) by lucymcneilKey Points: In Unit 8, a strong nation that is involved in foreign affairs, an influential leading nation, and engaged in world war thereafter. Cultural and political expansion is taking place as the liberal and civil rights movement takes place throughout America. While the US
was able to engage in international issues, alliances and the consequences of conflicts will affect the economy and people. Mikhail Gorbachev: Introduced glasnost (openness) and perestroika (economic reconstruction) to the Soviet Union, trying to liberalize the country and establish damaged relations with Western nations. Key Provisions: Clean Air Act: Hit By Rachel Carson's Book, Silent Spring in the 1970s. It highlights
America's move towards improving human health and improving air quality by regulating air emissions. The Americans focused on an environmentally friendly society. OPEC: Established in 1960 to represent the major oil producing countries that had the power to create a monopoly over oil prices based on supply and demand. Vietnam War: It was a war between the North Vietnamese, who were communist people and
South Vietnamese, who supported the United States to prevent the spread of communism through the western hemisphere.  Period 9: 1980-Present (4-6%) Best Quizlet Deck: APUSH Period 9: 1980s- present with Lcarrollo31Key Topics: Unit 9 covers the latest developments in the history of America's expanding technology, industry and agriculture industries. America's foreign and domestic policy was influenced by the
Cold War, the Great Oppressive and the World War ii in an effort to avoid disastrous disputes with other nations from decades ago. Migration to America continued, but immigration policy in America continued to adapt as the U.S. worked to create policies of interest to Americans. Key Terms: Mikhail Gorbachev: Introduced glasnost (openness) and perestroika (economic reconstruction) to the Soviet Union, in an effort to
liberalize the country and establish damaged relations with western nations. Department of Homeland Security: Formed after the 9/11 attacks to gather all intel and resources for national security. The aim was to prevent terrorist attacks and to catch perceived threats. North American Free Trade Agreement: The 1993 Economic Agreement between the US, Canada and Mexico to protect free or tariff-free trade as a
domestic policy that would increase profits. Studying APUSH can be a difficult task, but if you have the best Quizlet decks available to you with a few clicks, why not use this? Remember, don't stress out! Just focus on your ultimate goal, and put time – whether it's that amazing grade or a sense of accomplishment. You got it! * All the main topics courtesy of the College Board APUSH course and exam guide Quizlet offer a
variety of methods to study the test or quiz based on the main rules of people, places, and events. It not only simplifies study, but it is also available on the way to of you who are busy, fear is not, because Quizlet is also available online. Want the best Quizlet decks right away without Google's million searches? Here you go!  Period 1: 1491-1607 (4-6%) Key ideas: Unit 1 revolved around the Columbia Exchange
combining America with Asia, Africa, and the peoples of Europe in terms of trade, disease, and culture. Indians examined the western expansion of Europeans, foreshadowing treaties and conflict in North America. In South America, racial confusion with marriage and alliances with slaves and natives led to the formation of a box system, eventually resulting in social stratification. Key terms: ⛵ ️ Period 2: 1607-1754 (6-8%)
Key points: Unit 2 discusses the Atlantic slave trade, which introduced slavery as a cheap form of work and linked american colonial economies with Europeans based on the mercantilism system. The formation of British colonies led to the North/South colonial division based on differences in geography, culture and economy. This has had a striking impact on the way southern colonies interacted with the northern regions,
which had greater access to goods and maritime trade. Key terms: Period 3: 1754-1800 (10-17%) Key Points: Unit 3 focuses on a change of power from the British monarchy to American colonists due to individual and nationalist beliefs from the Enlightenment era. The American Revolution was a successful war that laid the foundations for American policy in the future, declaring independence and ratifying the US
Constitution debate. Key terms:  Period 4: Period 1800-1848 (10-17%) Key points:Unit 4 highlights changes in politics, as American parties emerge, democratic ideals are expanding, and every president has peaceful transitions of power. Sectionalism between northern and southern states is increasing as the debate over whether slavery is prohibited and how much power the federal government has over states is
contemplated. Despite political controversies, the 1812 war and conflicts with the Indians were important because it showed how the war continued based on nationalism, land and wealth motives. Key terms:  Period 5: 1844-1877 (10-17%) Main topics: Unit 5 reflects an armed American conflict during the Civil War between the northern and southern states of the United States on the acceptance of slavery. During this
time, the wars fostered unity between the various parties and led to American policy rising as the U.S. learned how to deal with conflicts (diplomacy vs. war). Overall, this period focused on slavery and how influential leaders such as Harriet Tubman appeared to support the abolition. Key terms:   Period 6: 1865-1878 (10-17%)Main themes:Period 6 focuses on industrial development and modernity, as rural and urban
regions were transformed. It was a time of cultural change, intellectual discovery, and public debate, which is also known as the Gilded Age. Political debate on economic and social issues during this period. Key terms:  7th period: 1890-1945 (10-17%)Main themes:Chapter 7 focuses on Ameria's growth, while economic instability made it more difficult to grow industrial production. New communication and advanced
transport systems closed the gap between America and the peoples of Europe in terms of the country's expansion. However, America was held accountable for its role in the international affairs at which it participated, especially as European powers were imperially played. Key terms:  Period 8: 1945-1980 (10-17%) Key points: In Unit 8, the United States becomes a powerful nation that is involved in foreign affairs, an
influential leading nation, and engaged in post-World Wars. Cultural and political expansion is taking place as the liberal and civil rights movement takes place throughout America. While the US was able to engage in international issues, alliances and the consequences of conflicts will affect the economy and people. Key terms:  9th period: 1980-Present (4-6%) Key Topics: Unit 9 refers to the latest developments in
history, where America is expanding the technology, industrial and agricultural industries. America's foreign and domestic policy was influenced by the Cold War, the Great Oppressive and the World War ii in an effort to avoid disastrous disputes with other nations from decades ago. Migration to America continued, but immigration policy in America continued to adapt as the U.S. worked to create policies of interest to
Americans.Key Terms: Studying for APUSH can be a tough task, but if you have the best Quizlet decks available to you in a few clicks, why not take advantage of this? Remember, don't stress out! Just focus on your ultimate goal, and put time – whether it's that amazing grade or a sense of accomplishment. You got it!*All the main topics courtesy of the College Board APUSH Course and Exam Guide Guide
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